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The National Energy and Water Program
Israel NEWTech was established in 2006 under the leadership of the Ministry of Economy and Industry, with the
participation of ten government ministries and official organizations. Israel NEWTech focuses on water and energy
technologies and provides an infrastructure that encourages the development of technologies in this sector.
For more information on Israel NEWTech, please visit: www.israelnewtech.gov.il

The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute
The Israel Export and International Cooperation Institute is your premier gateway for doing business with Israeli
companies. Established and funded by the government and the private sector, IEICI’s expertise in technology and
product scouting, joint ventures and strategic alliances with Israeli companies spans more than half a century.
Whatever your field is, IEICI offers access to relevant businesses and government resources. With expertise in
Israel’s leading Industries, IEICI will provide the information you need to connect, negotiate and do business.
Cleantech, Energy & Environmental Technologies Department has an intimate acquaintance with the Israeli
Cleantech industry exporters, which includes more than 400 companies, and about 200 start-ups. It has a
proven ability to identify and match suitable potential business partners, organizing one-on-one business
meetings and is a focal point for contacts with the government as well as with the industry.
For more information: www.export.gov.il/eng
Mr. Tal Hadad, Manager
Cleantech Sector
Tel: +972 3 5142846
E-mail: talh@export.gov.il

Mr. Jonathan Gutman, Marketing Coordinator
Cleantech Sector
Tel: +972 3 5142844
E-mail: jonathang@export.gov.il
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Israel Trade Center in Munich | Economic and Trade Mission Embassy of the State of Israel in Germany
The Economic Mission to Berlin is responsible for enhancing bi-national trade relations between the Germany
and Israeli business communities. The main fields of activity include promoting trade and exports, attracting
and encouraging foreign investments and creating strategic cooperation with foreign companies. By leveraging
its networking capacity and industry knowledge in Israel and Germany the Economic Mission is able to
seamlessly engage prospective business partners half a world apart. Our operations span a variety of industry
sectors, with a focus on high-tech, security, new media, cleantech and life sciences.
For more information: www.israeltrade.de
Mr. Boris M. Peltonen, Trade Officer
Economic and Trade Mission
Embassy of the State of Israel in Germany
Tel: +49 30 206 449 21 | Fax: +49 30 206 449 55
E-mail: boris.peltonen@israeltrade.gov.il
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Inspired by innovation

Category: Home & Industrial hot water
Sub Category: heating, home air heaters
(radiators), cooling, boilers and geysers, CCC

ECS Ltd.

www.thermobit.co.il/en

Company at a Glance:
ECS Ltd. develops and manufactures innovative products for home and industrial use in energy monitor and
control. The company’s solutions allow reducing energetic footprint, and specialize in IoT products. They focus
on hot water solar and electrical boilers, communication protocols (WiFi and RF), and CCC products.
ECS Ltd. employs professionals and experts in the hardware and software domains.

Technologies & Products:
ECS Ltd. products focus on monitoring and control, phases in which user intervention is not required. Today,
the company launches a novel controller, which constitutes an end-to-end solution: from water measuring and
controlling at the boiler end, to the user’s smartphone.
The Thermobit solution reduces up to 35% of the boiler’s energy consumption, while keeping the water hot for
home use as desired.
Thermobit is localized, self-explanatory and easily installed. The product can be distributed according to various
marketing agreements, in Europe and worldwide.

Goals:
Our goal is to target countries and meet companies such as boiler manufacturers, dealers and representative
agencies in Germany, on the Mediterranean coast, and other hot countries worldwide.
Objectives: hardware interfacing with boiler manufucturers all over Europe. Reaching distribution agreements
with dealers and representatives.

Back to Table of Contents
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Inspired by innovation

Category: Energy Storage

www.enstorageinc.com

Company at a Glance:
EnStorage developed the most cost effective flow battery for gird scale energy storage. A self-contained
system with over 10,000 cycles, it can serve as a grid asset for 20 years. The technology has 9 patents covering
base materials, system & controls and a proprietary low cost membrane and catalyst. A 900KWh beta system
has been deployed with AREVA and the company already secured a rate case for additional systems.
EnStorage has partnered with AREVA in order to commercialize the technology. The product is a containerized
energy storage system with power ratings varying from 75KW-225KW and an energy rating of 900KWH.
Multiple systems connect to create a larger storage facility. The solution does not require fueling, is selfcontained with no by products and over 10,000 cycles at full DOD.

Technologies & Products:
Proprietary Hydrogen Bromine flow battery. Base module if 150KW/900KWH though the company is working on
a 1MW/6-12MWh module.

Goals:
Target companies & countries: Renewable developers, regulated utilities, transmission operators, distribution
companies, micro grid developers, fabrication and EPC contractors.
Objectives: Find deployemnt partners and/or partner with fabroicators/EPC contractors

Back to Table of Contents
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Inspired by innovation

Category: Photovoltaic panels
Sub Category: Construction Ewlements, BIPV

www.kenotomi.com

Company at a Glance:
Kenotomi is an engineering company that has invented and developed a sustainable solution in the Building
Integrated Photovoltaic (BIPV) market. With a strong scientific background, its engineers have solved all
technical problems in order to define and build a final product ready for use. Its capabilities and potential go
beyond this invention.

Technologies & Products:
Our innovative OptoPrismatic panel is designed to fulfil all BIPV market requirements
••High efficiency because the PV cells are facing the sun and the light is concentrated on the cells using
specific reflectors.
••Excellent aesthetic design that can also be tailored to specific needs of the users. Whether it is positioned
horizontally or vertically, the PV are always facing the sun.
••It has a high isolation factor which has a strong economic impact in heating or cooling the building. Excessive
solar energy is reflected back to the sun which influences the efficiency and avoids excessive heating of
the building.
••Although made of transparent glass, it respects privacy.
••Its intrinsic property of 90% translucent allows a high degree of light transmission in the building.

Goals:
Objectives: We are targeting Construction and Architect companies involved in the BIPV market that are
concerned about aesthetics and efficiency in the energy production of the solar panels that will use.

Back to Table of Contents
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Inspired by innovation

Category: Solar Energy
Sub Category: PV Optimization,
AI for Solar Energy, Data Analysis

Raycatch Ltd.

www.raycatch.com

Company at a Glance:
Raycatch is a SaaS AI for optimizing solar plants.
Our SaaS runs over the production data coming from PV assets and is built to derive operational insights driven
to optimize the plants yield.
Our customers are PV plant owners (utilities, PV portfolio owners) which today manually operate their plants
with an ambiguity that could lead to a significant loss in IRR.
Our solution is an algorithm system that runs daily on the existing data (no new HW installation), and is able to
pin-point to the exact operational decisions that will allow the customer to add those 10-30% in their IRR.

Technologies & Products:
We have developed an End to End system the user only needs to provide the User name and Password of
his existing monitoring solution, and we are able to pin point to the root cause level of a malfunctioning
production unit.

Goals:
Target companies & countries: World Wide, Large portfolio owners of utility size PV plants (>1MW)
Objectives: Get 8 new clients starting a pilot

Back to Table of Contents
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Inspired by innovation

Category: Solar Energy
Sub Category: Solar Energy Efficiency,
Solar Panels Mapping

www.solview.com

Company at a Glance:
SolView provides solar analytics on a massive scale: SolView’s products identify the solar potential of every
rooftop and help solar companies and electric utilities target and engage the best customers – increasing
conversion rates while reducing customer acquisition costs.
SolView’s platform is based on patented technology in image analysis and computer vision. SolView utilizes
its innovative technology to analyze and extract the solar parameters of rooftops from standard aerial imagery,
performing data fusion with weather information and financial databases to provide an overall assessment of
the solar potential – including virtual panel layout, estimated costs, production, saving, and even the Internal
Rate of Return (IRR) of every project: Millions of properties – individually analyzed.
SolView’s smart analytics are already improving the bottom-line for many customers in the US, and now
SolView is extending its global reach.

Technologies & Products:
Solar Estimator
Platform for instant rooftop solar analysis. Type in an address – get an estimate. Every analyzed home shows
virtual system layout, estimated production, costs, and even the financial Internal Rate of Return (IRR).
Analysis results are formatted to support targeted marketing, personalize customer approach and generate
proposals.
Virtual Canvasser
Platform for simultaneous review of thousands of addresses throughout vast areas, such as counties, towns
and zip codes. Each address is individually analyzed, and results are sorted and visualized according to different
solar and financial metrics. Solar companies use SolView’s analytics to better target and engage prospective
customers.
SolView Policy Planner
Platform for solar integration planning, with which electric utilities feed in proposed rates and policies, and
instantly visualize and measure the impact on every customer’s solar potential. The platform allows for the
optimization of policies, rates and infrastructures to meet penetration goals while retaining a balanced and
measured approach to the market.

Goals:
Target Companies:
Solar value chain players: Solar installers, Electric utilities, Solar component manufacturers,
Solar component distributors

Back to Table of Contents
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Inspired by innovation

Category: Solar Energy
Sub Category: BIPV, Greenhouse integrated
PV, Agriculture, Horticulture and Greenhouse

www.sunboost-ltd.net

Company at a Glance:
SunBoost has developed the disruptive solar PV+ greenhouse, enabling for the first time profitable photovoltaic
electricity on greenhouses and providing competitive agriculture. This is achieved by using proprietary optical
glass booster panels with a special embossed pattern and tailored greenhouse designs, for both European and
Chinese style greenhouses.
Our offering is transformative as the PV+ Greenhouse will provide farmers and financiers an additional,
significant, bankable income without compromising crop yields.
SunBoost targets disrupting the multi-billion $US greenhouse market and becoming the first and dominant
provider of PV enabled greenhouses.
SunBoost collaborates with selected greenhouse manufacturers having its first demonstration in the Arava,
Israel with the local agriculture R&D extension that is keen to apply the technology in the region. SunBoost
has also partnered with Spanish greenhouse builder RUFEPA TECNOAGRO S.L. and together we won the
prestigious Horizon 2020 program and are building a second demonstration in Spain.

Technologies & Products:
The product , the combined greenhouse has a asymmetric structure, it is a plastic foil covered greenhouse with
rows and PV panels positioned near the gutters, facing south and with proprietary optical panels positioned in
front of them; to allow winter sun into the greenhouse and to collect surplus light in summer by the PV panels.
The greenhouse has been tested to provide crops yields in par with conventional greenhouse and the PV system
will provide the same power generation capacity as a conventional system of the size. The integrated product’s
cost is similar to the cost of the total of respective separate greenhouse and PV system while enabling PV on
arable land without changing its use.

Goals:
SunBoost aims to become a dominant provider in the greenhouse market and targets strategic partnerships
with PV panel and BOS providers.

Back to Table of Contents
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Inspired by innovation

Category: Solar system
Sub Category: Solar collector, Integrator,
Heat system

www.tigisolar.com

Company at a Glance:
TIGI introduces the Honeycomb Collector, a new breed of solar-thermal (water heating) collectors that turns
sunlight to heat. Our collector is unique in its ability to minimize energy losses to the environment, resulting in
very high efficiency and economic value even in freezing winter conditions or for high temperature applications,
where today’s high end collectors perform poorly.
TIGI targets large users of heat for applications were high temp is needed >65 Deg. C such as, industrial
process heat such as in the food industries, wineries, laundries, egg hatching, hotels, Slaughter House Farm
and domestic hot water including in cold climate.

Technologies & Products:
TIGI’s Honeycomb Collector is a new type of solar thermal collector targeting high temperature differential
applications.
At the heart of the Honeycomb Collector is a polymer-made layer of transparent insulation (TI). The TI
honeycomb substance is transparent to solar irradiation, allowing for energy to enter the collector and heat the
absorber plate.
However, it creates a layer of air that cannot circulate, thus dramatically reducing losses related to convection –
the major reason for energy losses and lower efficiency of flat plate collectors at high temperature differentials.
In addition, the polymer blocks back radiation in the infrared, further reducing energy losses.
Honeycomb Collectors are extremely efficient in high temperature differences – heating water to high
temperature differential from ambient. Hot water generated by TIGI’s products can therefore also be used to
serve industrial process heat.

Goals:
We target local heat system integrators that willing to partner with us to provide and install high end
commercial and industrial heat systems by using our unique collectors.
Target companies & countries: Italy, Germany, Belgium, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Switzerland,
Norway, Sweden
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